Gear Up for the Most-challenging Decade to Come
When the first decade of the 21 century came to an end, it is the right time for China Fishing Tackle
Industry to enter its third developing decade. When looking into the past, I still remember the
uncertainty and difficult situation brought by the economic crisis when it first exploded in America
in 2007 and then quickly swept the whole world. The economic recession did exert more or less
influence on everyone, so confusion and anxiety are the common situation. However, since the
working and living rhythm are getting too fast, so people rarely have time to ponder the future.
It is predicated that the development of China Fishing Tackle Industry in the next decade is not that
optimistic, because China Fishing Tackle Industry is export-oriented, so the appreciation of Renminbi
will greatly affect the whole industry. In 2011, Renminbi even broke past 6.50 against the dollar, a
level not seen since 1993.
The appreciation of RMB did affect the export of Chinese fishing tackles, but another important
factor, the increasing production cost in China now, caused by labor shortage and rising labors’
wage, surely is another difficulty for fishing tackle industry. If the RMB appreciation is compared to
a big increase, then the rising production cost actually is a huge surge, which indicates that the lowlevel economic developing mode based on cheap production factors will come to a dead end.
The core of China traditional economic mode is its cheap labor force. Taking advantage of those
workers to manufacture the cheap labor-intensive products, China has been keeping the rapid
economic growth for the successive 25 years. Nevertheless, Chinese economy is relying too much
on the unskilled workforce and the production factors, correspondingly, the economic policy and
labor relationship has the dual economic feature.
In terms of China’s 6 th census, Chinese population is growing slower but aging faster. The problem
is serious because China entered the aging stage too early when its economy was still on a very low
level, which surely caused some problems that other countries never suffered.
Although at the present the labor shortage only occurs in the developed regions where the economy
mainly depends on the migrant workers, it will spread all over China after 2015. In the next period,
the labor shortage in these regions will become more and more severe. Now we can still see
many workers working in partial areas of these regions, but the number of uneducated workers
is decreasing, which raises the overall wages of the whole China manufacturing industry, and to
some extent, lowers the price competitiveness of the Chinese products in the international markets.
The labor shortage is driving up the workers’ wage, but the proportion of the labor income in GDP
is declining for 22 years, from 56.5% in 1983 to 36.7% in 2005. A survey reports that the wage of
23.4% workers did not change in the past 5 years.
As a result, 27 of 31 provinces and cities in China have successively re-set the minimum wages,
increasing by 22% on average, and some inland provinces even witness a rise of over 30%. The
wages of the low-end workers will go up by 20-30% in the future 3 or 4 years. However, no matter
what indexes adopted to measure, the wage level in China is relatively low: the minimum wage per
hour of the Chinese workers is as 1/8 as that in the US.

Li Jiang
President of China Fish
price in raw materials, energy and transportation caused by inflation, critically hit the young fishing
tackle export enterprises. Taking the rod for example, in 1996, the export volume of fishing rod from
China to US was 9.68 million, holding 54% of the total imported rods by American; and from January
to October in 2010, the export volume reached 10 million, but making up 92% of American imported
rods. But as for the average price, it only increases USD 2.61 in 15 years, up from USD 4.2 per
rod in 1996 to USD 6.81 per rod in 2010(January to October). The USD2.61 grow can’t, definitely,
compensate the huge rise of the raw materials, labor cost and exchange rate.
At present, the profit of exporting low-cost tackle products is about 5-10%. Actually, due to the
price competition among enterprises, the low profit is further reduced. In order to cope with the
increasingly worse export environment, many enterprises mainly manufacture medium and high end
products instead of low end products. However, the price of the carbon fiber highly grows along with
the rise of the petroleum products across the world. From Sep., 2010 to Jan., 2011, the price of the
carbon fiber has increased by 40%-50%.
The economic environment in China now is undergoing a profound change, which might result in
the fluctuations of the global markets. China is making the transition from export-oriented and highly
growing economy to a new form driven by domestic consumption while growing moderately.
Perhaps, the next decade is the era for the birth of the world-class fishing tackle companies in
China, the reason why I dubbed the word "maybe" is because of my concerns. This prosperity could
not be achieved for nothing, only can be turn into the reality by ironed tenacity, firm belief, brave
action, and unified efforts. At present, what we need is to turn into a higher level developing mode by
abandoning the low-level one. From now on, we shall make a proper preparation, aiming to build a
world-class management team. The upcoming ten years are destined to be unusual.
It should be admitted that the conservativeness and stereotyping concept is a stubborn block for
China Fishing Tackle Industry to build the world class brands. The business mode itself like OEM or
others is not the determining factor for one company’s prosperity and decline, but it is the attitude
to intellectual property rights and technological innovation, policies and measures taken by decision
makers, and the continuous improvement of the business model that really matter in brand creation.
The present situation is really disappointing. "World factory" only bring nothing but the superficial
prosperity and real embarrassment in store, the bitterness could only be felt by some Chinese
enterprises (especially the small and medium-sized enterprises). The destiny will be forever
controlled by other countries if China fishing tackle industry can not get rid of OEM shadow, or can
not build its own brands or can not enjoy the brands profit.
In the new decade, two roads would be in front of us - one is to continue waiting and wearing out the
passion during the narcissism but a failure in the future, the other is to working hard for a splendid
future after self-reflection over the past and future. How to choose, you must know the answer.

The fluctuation of the exchange rate, labor shortage, the rise of the wage, as well as the surging
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A Tackle Show Model Appears in China Never Before
— “ Trade Show + Consumer Show ”

Li Jiang
President of China Fish

of this model is based on the present situation of China fishing tackle market.
Basically speaking, besides the show, there are three ways for manufacturers to communicate
with anglers: magazine, TV media and fishing tournament. But these three ways can not serve
its purpose well, since the influential fishing magazines in China are no more than 10, among
which the most popular one only has 100,000 readers, and each magazine generally has
circulations of 3,000 all over China; the only TV media fishing is charged additionally; although
fishing tournament is the most common way adopted by manufacturers to promote their brands
& products, it still has its limitation since most participants are professional anglers. Due to all
over this, we would like to create an effective communication platform through consumer show.
However, it takes a long time for us to organize a real consumer show, since the most difficult
thing we are facing is that nobody knows what consumer show is all about and what he could
get from it. Under such circumstance, exhibitors and retailers can not easily accept and support
it, especially when they are demanded to sponsor some activities for consumers, such as
fishing seminars and youngster’ fishing games. So the “trade show+ consumer show” maybe the
transformational form for anglers to know what consumer show is.

People from America and Europe know well that the trade show is totally different from consumer
show, that is, trade show mainly aims at wholesalers and retailers, while consumer show is for
the end users. However, Chinese people rarely know about the difference between them, thus a
new model “trade show +consumer show”, CGC Expo, appeared in Weihai.
Concluded successfully on October 17th in Weihai, China, CGC Expo 2010 this year was
planned as two parts: the first two days of the show were for trade buyers only, during this
period it attracted more than 1,500 international and domestic buyers; while the last two days
as consumer day opened to the public completely. Since it was on weekend, more than 10,000
consumers came to visit unexpectedly. Even on the last day, the exhibiting fishing tackle shops
on the square could not dismantle their booth immediately since fishing anglers were still buying.
Some fellow members in the industry once asked me that if “trade show + consumer show”
would be a model for CGC Expo. It is hard for me to answer, but what I can say is that the birth
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CGC Expo 2011 will include Indoor and Outdoor show. The indoor is for manufacturers to do
business with international and domestic professional buyers; for the outdoor, manufacturers’
agents could sell their products directly to anglers; meantime some interesting fishing activities
sponsored by those manufacturers will be held to attract family members.
“Trade show + consumer show” at CGC is just a beginning. In the near future, CGC Expo may
be magnified into two shows, one is trade show held in October or November, the other is
consumer show maybe in July or August. Or CGC Expo is still the combination of trade show
and consumer show, but the first consumer show will be initiated in other cities such as Beijing,
Suzhou, Ningbo, Nanjing or Guangzhou city. Nothing is predicable as long as we are still under
exploration.

Register Your Trademark in China Now!
By Hilary Qiu

Case-1:
At a local fishing tackle show in China, Company A (a foreign company, herein after called as A)
accidentally found that his trademark was used on the products, promotion materials and staff
union of Company B (a local company, herein after as B), nobody but his OEM supplier for more
than 20 years. Only one year ago, company B began to produce its own fishing tackles to sell in
local market by using the trademark of company A.
A warns B not to use the English trademark “Golden Dragon” anymore. However, things become
complicated since B has already applied to register the trademark “Golden Dragon” in English and
Chinese in China.

Chief Editor of China Fish
would suffer lots of losses during this process.
3) If your trademark is not world famous such as Coco Cola, Benz or Gucci, and you want to enter
Chinese market in the following years, you’d better register it as soon as possible. Once the legal
entity in China registers your trademark before you, you will be involved into a legal dispute. The
only way for you to win is to successfully prove your product popularity in China, whereas this
process is very complicated and subjective. Even if both parties could make compromise, it still
needs to pay the price.

A consults a famous law firm and intends to stop B using the same trademark through legal
means. However, lawyers from the law firm said: “Since B applied this trademark, although it is still
waiting for IPR approval, during this period it is protected by the Chinese law now. We can settle
this dispute through legal means, but it may take a long time.”

Case-2:
One company in China registered the trademark “Modern” in Chinese (现代) covering 43
categories, e.g. business, real estate and home appliances. Ten years later, when the foreign
motor giant company “现代” wanted to enter Chinese market, it found that it has to purchase the
trademark from that company by paying RMB 40 million (about US$ 6 million). After a long time
negotiation, the foreign company promised to give the dealer right of “现代” auto in one province in
China. Why foreign auto do not settle that through legal means, because it takes a long time. This
matter takes place in the age with unsound legal system.

Analysis
In order to prevent such circumstances from happening again, or if your company wants to enter
Chinese market in the next 10 or 20 years, the best way is to register your trademark in China as
soon as possible.
1) Trademark Law of PRC adopts the rule of Application Going First on Registered, that is, who
registered trade mark first will take the priority. So according to Chinese IPR law, company B in
Case 1 is protected, although it is wrong from the perspective of morality.
2) Before the adjudication of the law court, trade mark can still be used by the registered party
since it is protected by the Chinese law. Company A may finally win the IPR disputes, but it surely
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Reference

Below are the appointed trademark agencies by Chinese government for your convenience. All
contents in this article are only for your reference.

1. All foreign natural and legal entity can apply trademark in China according to China Trademark
Law.
2. The period of validity of a registered trademark shall be ten years, counted from the date
of approval of the registration. Where the trademark registrant intends to continue to use the
registered trademark beyond the expiration of the period of validity, an application for renewal of
the registration shall be made within six months before the said expiration. The period of validity of
each renewal of registration shall be ten years.
3. Any foreign person or foreign enterprise intending to apply for the registration of a trademark or
for any other matters concerning trademarks in China shall appoint any of such organizations as
designated by the State to act as his or its agent. The qualified trademark agencies are listed on
the website of Trademark Office, State Administration for Industry and Commerce www.ctmo.gov.
cn both in English and Chinese version.
4. Usually the trademark registration fee plus entrust fee is RMB4,000 (US$600). The trademark
classification in China is the same as the international standard. It divides the whole 10,000
goods and services into 45 categories (34 goods categories and 11 service categories), the more
categories you apply, the more fees will be charged.
The following is the trademark registration procedure:
(1) Contact a trademark agency, and prepare the related documents for a trademark registration.
(2) Trademark office accepts your application offered by the trademark agency. After the
acceptance of the application for trademark registration, the procedures for trademark registration
includes the following periods: formality check, substantive examination, being preliminarily
approved and published, opposition and being approved for registration. The opposition period
includes three months from the date of the publication.
a. Formality Check: whether conform to the relevant provisions;
b. Substantive examination: whether conform to the relevant provisions;
c. Preliminarily approved and published: whether there is any opposition, it takes about 2 years;
d. Approve the registration: Trademark Registration Certificate will be issued by Trademark Office
of State Administration for Industry and Commerce.
So register your trademark right now! It may be the easiest way to protect your trademark and
products when you enter Chinese market in the next 10 or 20 years Compared with the risks
caused by trademark.
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CCPIT Patent and Trademark Law Office
Tel: +86-10-6604 6461
Fax: +86-10-6641 5678
E-mail: Liugz@ccpit-patent.com.cn
mail@ccpit-patent.com.cn
Dengyu@ccpit-patent.com.cn
Huoam@ccpit-patent.com.cn
www.ccpit-patent.com.cn (English, Japanese and Chinese)

China Trademark & Patent Law Office Co., Ltd
Tel: +86-10-6857 0098
Fax: +86-10-6857 0097
E-mail: hxf@ctplo.cn
www.cntrademark.com (English, Japanese and Chinese)
www.trademarkpatent.com.cn

UNITALEN:
Tel: +86-10-5920 8888 or 8511 5588
Fax: +86-10-5920 8588 or 8511 0966
E-mail: mail@unitalen.com
www.unitalen.com (English, Japanese, Korea and Chinese)

The Inside Story of World-class Brand
By Kyle Wang
Reporter of China Fish
2010 is a very special year for Charles Chang, founder and president of Okuma Fishing Tackle
Corporation. This summer, Okuma’s ANDROS 5II voted in the EFTTEX Best New Multiplier Reel
Award at the European Fishing Tackle Trade Exhibition(EFTTEX) in Valencia.

In the first few years, Okuma introduced blindly new products into the markets and took for
granted that the selling would increase if there are more options of products. But as a result, many
unsuitable products were sent back,
which brought some negative effect on
Okuma’s brands.
“We adopted the advice of our US
office, which suggest us to lower the
frequency of introducing new products.
Furthermore, we invite professional
anglers to test the new products. All the
products will not be allowed to launch
into market until it has passed at least
one or two years’ field test.” Charles
recalled.
“After the products enter the market,
we also collect distributors’ feedback
on the performance and quality of the
products. Only in this way, the quality can be improved bit by bit.” Added Charles.

It is a fact now that Okuma has been one of the leading brands among the global fishing tackle
industry. Its products are mainly covered in Reels, Rods, lines and fishing accesories, which sells
well to over 42 different countries. In terms of sales volume, “Okuma” fishing brand is the only
Chinese company entering top 10 global producers and takes the 3rd brand names in the world.
But Rome was not built in a day. How did Okuma do that?
Based in Taiwan, Okuma Fishing Tackle Company was founded in 1986 by a group of passionate
engineers. Due to the lack of OEM orders at the very beginning, Okuma transferred from a
specialized OEM to a company that tried to build its own brand, while doing OEM at the same
time.
“The reason for that is by doing OEM, on one hand, we can accumulate capital for future
expansion, and by building our own brand, on the other hand, we can choose some potential
distributors around the world to promote our brand together.” Charles said.

Open up US market
In 1995, Okuma officially expanded its market to USA, where Okuma firstly established an office in
Seattle and secondly established a warehouse in Los Angeles.

As we know, US market, with a complex and complicated marketing system, is the most
competitive one in the world. If anyone can take a lead position in the US market, the other areas
won’t be a problem.
“The significant feature of the US market is that it emphasizes the principle of the consumer
supremacy. Chain stores like in Cabela or Sportsman, all accepted unconditional return within
a period(usually a year). And all the losses of the unconditional return are undertaken by the
manufacturers and importers. It’s the reason why many companies failed in the US market.”
Okuma decided to face the challenge. In 2005, Okuma started to cooperate with Tiburon, a US
enterprise which is world-renowned for sea fishing products. In order to acquire the technology
and experience, an agreement was reached between Okuma and Tiburon, within which Tiburon
provided with his elite technician Rich for technical support and offered quality testing on Okuma’s
products.
However, producing products in good performance and competitive price is not enough to stand
out in the market. Establishing the local sales network is another must.
According to Zheng Junwen, GM of Okuma, among the Okuma US team, they hire the local staff
who love fishing and understand the US tackle markets. Meanwhile, their distributors will provide
them with lattest updates and trends of the local markets, which would be used as the focus of
R&D Department.
Through several years’ developing, Okuma was selected by Internet ballot as the No. 3 tackle
brands in the USA in 2002.
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Take Root in European Market
With way into 21st century, Europe has become another target for Okuma. European fishing tackle
market is quite different from that of US. Although Europe was consisted of many countries, it
enjoys a free trade tariff. In order to solve that problem, Okuma sets up a warehouse and recruits
exclusive distributor in Europe.
It adopts the method when entering US market—Producing quality products and setting up local
marketing network.
In 2004, Okuma - took over R&D team
from DAM who is the largest fishing tackle
company in Europe; and set up Okuma R&D
office in German.
“We spends about 350,000 U.S. dollars
as the running costs of the German R & D
department. Okuma’s new products will be
sent there for repeated harsh assessment
test, until we get the qualified product.”said
Charles.
The emphasize on continuous R&D and
Innovation have contributed the success of
the EFTTEX 2010 New Product Competition.
All the accomplishments can’t be achieved without a great manufacturing capability and the factory
in Dongguan, Guangdong province in China has played that role.
Back in 1992, Okuma had set up Baoguo Fishing Tackle Company in Dongguan, Guangdong
Province, then 5 years later, Youbao fishing Rod company was established especially to
manufacture rods.
So far, it has three own best-selling brands including “Okuma”, “Linewinder” and “MFG” across
China and have developed a national distribution network, with more than 20 region distributors in
different provinces.
Fishing tackle products of “Made in China” have already been approved by the world. But none of
a Chinese brand is recognized by the world. More than 20 years of striving, Okuma have gained
a lot of experiences on brand building and marketing. For those who want to promote their brands
onto a world-class level, the story of Okuma maybe a good one.

Contact Okuma:
Charles Chang, President
Tel: +886-4-36020858
Fax: +886-4-36020987
E-mail: charlesokuma@gmail.com
www.okumafishingteam.com
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STRIKE PRO
New face in the Best New Product Winners
at EFTTEX
By Eric Tan & Carina Yang
Reporters of China Fish
Strike Pro Company (Ever Grass International Co., Ltd.) won two awards, best new braided
line (Strike Wire Extreme) and best soft lure (Strike Pro Reaction Bait), at EFTTEX 2010 in
Spain. “China Manufacturers” magazine interviewed Mr. Michael Tsai, the president of Strike Pro
Company.
“China Manufacturers”: Congratulations!
What did you want to say when winning
the two prizes? What makes your
products stand out from others?

Mr. Tsai:

It is really a great honor to win
the two prizes of Best Braided Line and Best
New Soft Lure (Strike Pro Reaction Baits).
To win the best new product at EFTTEX is
my long-cherished dream, so today when it
comes true you know how happy I am!
These two award-winning products are
newly developed since hard lure was the
main products. Strike Wire is co-developed by Strike Pro and Strike Pro Europe. This line delivers
longer-lasting durability, abrasion resistance and toughness.
As for Strike Pro Reaction Baits, manufactured by Strike Pro and Strike Pro Australasia, is totally
different from traditional soft lure made of PC and PVC, because it is made by food based material
and is biodegradable in running water after 72 hours. Plus its Pheromone Fusion technology is a
natural pheromone which promotes aggressive fish behavior and triggers a fish feeding frenzy.

“China Manufacturers”: As far as I know, it is the first time Strike Pro wins the Best New
Products, so could you briefly introduce to your company?

Mr. Tsai:

Located in Taiwan, Strike Pro is a lure manufacturer since 1973. Prior to 1990, we
mainly produce jigs and spinners for some American and Japanese enterprises as OEM products.
In the beginning, due to few competitors and fast growing fishing tackle market, the orders placed
by customers are always beyond our production capacity. To solve that problem, Strike Pro
expanded the factory and increased more production lines. Nevertheless, we suffered another
difficulties-hooks shortage from the suppliers. Therefore, we have to place orders for hooks half a
year ago, more importantly, it is the whole year’ quantity.
However, the good situation did not last long. In 1998, the OEM orders placed by Japan greatly
reduced because of the economic bubble in Japan. In order to seek survival itself, STRIKE PRO
tried to establish its own brand. 2000 was the year that Strike Pro officially got rid of OEM and
built its own brand. From then on, Strike Pro actively participates in the international fishing tackle
shows and promotes its brands in Europe in 2000 and America market in 1999.
“China Manufacturers”: Some mainland companies think Strike Pro sets a very good
example for them, so could you share your experience for becoming the world famous
brand from an OEM factory?

Mr. Tsai:

Before establishing your brand, you have to accumulate enough experience,
knowledge and techniques. In the beginning, we build a good cooperation with foreign brand
through OEM. Through this way, we not only accumulate the production and management
experience, but also solve the fund problems. Techniques not only refer to the production
technique but also the R & D capability. The improvement of the production technique can
effectively reduce the production costs, but the R & D actually is the spirit for you being a famous
brand. In Taiwan, the IPR concept was planted into every civilian, whereas “Copy” is popular yet
in Mainland China. If a brand wants to be successful, it needs the recognization and support from
consumers besides its good quality.
“China Manufacturers”: Last year at China Fish, the orders placed by the international
buyers decreased apparently, someone thinks the bad effect caused by the economic crisis
on China is lagging. So what is your opinion?

Mr. Tsai:

I am not economist, so I can not talk about this matter from the economic view. But
there is no significant improvement in the whole market after two years. Although the whole fishing
tackle industry was affected by the crisis, I think Japanese producers were ones affected the most.
Owning to the economic crisis and the currency rate, some Japanese high end products had to
raise its price again, thus the sales volume decrease a great deal, even can not sell out. But for
Strike Pro, since our products are middle end ones with not very high price, so anglers who are
used to use high end products began to purchase our products. Unexpectedly we attract more
new customers in the crisis.

Contact Strike Pro:
Michael Tsai, President
Tel: +886-4-7614151
Fax: +886-4-7613811
E-mail: lure@strikepro.com,tw
www.strikepro.com.tw

Mr. Tsai:

I also want to take this opportunity to extend my appreciation to all Strike Pro
members who I am very proud of and all agents of Strike Pro all over the world. Also thanks for
EFTTEX for provide such a platform to realize our dreams.
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Chain Store Operation in China
-exploring its way in China Fishing Tackle Industry
China, with 90 million anglers, has huge potential fishing tackle consuming ability. It is estimated
that all Chinese anglers together spent over Renmibi 4-5 billions (US$ 615-770 million) annually on
fishing tackle. About the retailing in China, Chinese fishing tackle manufacturers mainly adopted
the agents system, while recently a new model-chain store enters into the public’s vision. Let’s
look at the general situation of the China Retail Market together.

The General Situation of China Retail Market
According to the statistics from some fishing Medias that there are about 15,000 to 20,000 fishing
tackles shops of a certain scale. The monthly sales value of a small tackle shop of 20sqm is RMB
40,000 (US$6,154); for the medium-sized fishing tackle shop between 50-100sqm, the monthly
value is as highly as RMB200, 000 (US$30,769); and the for the large scale shops over 100sqm, it
could reach to more than RMB 300,000 (US$46,153).

Agent System
Most manufacturers like to choose wholesalers, distributors and big tackle shops as their general
agents in a province, a big city to promote the domestic sales. Then those general agents will
distribute their products in the three kinds of possible ways: to sub-agents, smaller wholesaler or to
the fishing tackle shops. Sometimes, some agents also sell products themselves.
But some disadvantages indeed exist in the agent system. 1) Price disorder. Manufacturers do
not set a regular price for those agents, so anglers will be charged different prices when buying
from the fishing tackle shops even in the same city. 2) Interactive problems for feedbacks. Since
one store could be the agent of 30-100 manufacturers at the same time, so they have no time and
energy to collect the feedbacks for manufacturers.

Majority of Chinese fishing tackle shops are small, operated by fishing anglers or family unit. Since
the wholesaler in China is less capable than those in the European and American market, so the
fishing tackle shops have to purchase goods through many channels by themselves. As a result
that, the quality and price of the products can not be guaranteed, let along the after-sale service.

Chain Stores

The traditional fishing tackle shops can not satisfy anglers’ demands any more. With the
improvement of the life standard, they prefer the products diversified with high quality while at
competitive price.

JSY-GW Chain Store:

Some Chinese and foreign tackle enterprises began to pay attention to the huge market demands.
The new epoch was started by Sa-Yo (Taiwan), who founded the first franchise stores in Mainland
China in 1980s; no later than 1990s, Guangwei group established the first fishing tackle chain
store; following their steps, Oscarma and Hyster opened their own Chain stores. Recently, some
overseas companies are aware of the huge potential markets for instance, Takamiya, Wanmei
from Japan and Rapala from Finland already established their chain stores.
After ten years’ efforts, chain store gradually appeared in angler’s life, but the market share
occupied by them is only 30% , and the rest 70% still be dominated by traditional agents system.
In order to know the chain store system better, it is a must to introduce what the traditional agents
system is like.
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By Hilary Qiu & Christine Ma
Editors of China Fish

The chain stores can make up the disadvantages of the traditional agents system. Here some
examples such as JSY-GW, Sa-Yo, Oscarma and Rapala are listed.

On Nov. 8, 1997, the first JSY-GW Tackle
Chain Store opened in Xuanwu District,
Beijing. The Weihai JSY-GW Fishing Tackle
Company (JSY-GW) was a joint venture
formed by Guangwei Group-the largest
fishing tackle manufacturer in China-and
JOSHUYA-a major retailer running over
100 tackle chain stores in Japan. So far,
JSY-GW has developed 18 wholly-owned
regular chain stores in Beijing, Weihai,
Dalian and etc.
The kind of strong alliance has definitely brought two parties a win-win cooperation and mutual
benefits. For GW, it can introduce the advanced management experiences into China and its
counterpart can make use of the capital advantage of GW Group and enter Chinese market by this
chance.

Items

JSY-GW Chain Store

Products & services

30% products from Guangwei Group;
50% products from Japan JSY;
20% products from local suppliers

Storage/warehouse
Logistics

All products will be delivered to the warehouse in Weihai, then
distributed to each store

Management

1) Flagship store: Beijing JSY-GW Tackle Company conducts the
management of all JSY-GW tackle stores.
2) Store image: it adopts the unified line management in every aspect
including the store image, staff management and after-sale service.
3) IT: a networked IT system process the sales, inventory, finance,
price and maintain of the products in all 18 stores.
4) HR: Each staff in the store is selected from the production line in the
factory of Guangwei. They must pass the qualification examinations
and some professional training before they work in the stores.

After-sale Service

All goods with defects will be sent back to the co-operating factory for
repair.

Items

Oscarma Chain Store

Products

All products provided by its international and domestic suppliers, for
example, Shimano, Daiwa, Viva, Takamiya, Berkley, Abu Garcia etc.

Storage/warehouse
Logistics

70% products are transferred to stores from logistics base in
Shenzhen；The left 30% are delivered by their suppliers directly.

Management

Flagship store: Located in Shenzhen, Oscarma conducts unified
management to its Regular chain and provide training and
management for the franchise store.
Store Image: Both regular chain stores and franchised stores enjoy
the same store image.
IT System: EPR management system
HR: responsible for the store design and staff training.

After-sale Service

The repair or replacement of the products will be guaranteed and
provided by a co-cooperated factory.

Besides the physical stores, JSY-GW has begun to operate on-line
store since last year. Mr. Cong Keri, General Manager of JSY-GW
said: “Although the on-line stores were operated only for a year,
but it proves very successful with its profit exceeding a mediumsized physical store.”
When talking about the positive and negative factors of this
business pattern, Mr. Cong told us: “As a regular chain store, it
can’t expand so fast in the short period, because the company
needs more investments to build the regular chain store. Now
we have 18 stores all over the country, and we plan to open 100
regular stores in some large cities within 10 years.”

Headquartered in Zhuhai, Oscarma opened its first chain store on August 8, 2008. Now it owns
about 30 chain stores in 8 different provinces in China.

Although no charge for being one of its franchised stores, you
have to pay RMB30,000 (about US$4,615) as the contract
margin. In return, Oscarma will guarantee the lowest profit for
each year, which means if the franchisee’s annual gross profit
of 1 sqm is below RMB1,000 (US$154 ), Oscarma will make
up the profit gap. Normally, Oscarma will take 20% profits
of each franchise stores.

There are two types of chain stores: regular chain and franchised store, among which, the majority
shall be substituted to the franchise store. In addition, a supporting on-line store will open to
promote selling.

Whenever there is a physical store being established, there
will be a corresponding online store for owners for promoting
sales on the website of Oscarma.

Oscarma Chain Store
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“Oscarma is trying to be the biggest retailing store in China. The reason why we do not adopt
the regular chain store totally is because franchise store can solve some urgent problems in
developing regular stores such as fund shortage”. Mr. Su Shusheng, general manager of Oscarma
told us. “We also meet some difficulties in the developing the franchise stores, for example, it is
hard to set a unified staff management because all staff are recruited by the regular stores.”

Management

Flagship store: Regular Chain Store situated in Zhuhai plays the role
of the management and service center to all franchise stores.
Store Image: Only about 50 premier stores of the total 600 stores are
in the same store image.
IT System: still under construction. Communication between SA-YO
and franchises are mainly via telephone.
HR: Provide trainings and management for standard franchised store.

After-sale Service

Products that need to be repaired or replaced are sent back to Sa-Yo.

“The most distinguished characteristics of Oscarma chain store is that it only deal with distribution
not manufacture. Other chain stores mostly have their own factories, but we do not.”

SA-YO Chain Store

Without on-line store and modern management system, Sa-Yo’s operating structure seems more primitive
than JSY-GW, yet Sa-Yo is trying to adopt the western management model.

Rapala Chain Store
Rapala Group, based on its advanced management experience, officially deployed its Chain Store
Program on Aug.11th, 2010. By establishing a Specialty Store Supporting Funds, Rapala expects to
grasp the opportunity of Chinese fast-growing chain store business. With its great manufacturing
capability, huge marketing network and experience, Rapala has attracted over 30 franchisees in
China in the recent two years, despite the late start.

East Fishing Tackle Company was built in Chinese Taiwan in 1980, committing to develop fishing
tackle with high quality. In 2003, East Fishing cooperated with Macao Hongxiang Fishing tackle
Company to set up SA-YO, mainly developing chain stores in Mainland China. The year of 2004
has witnessed an important turning point of SA-YO when the Chinese Operation Center was
founded, which declared SA-YO formally march into the international market. As of 2007, more
than 600 franchisees have been established and spread over each corners of China.

Items

SA-YO Chain Store

Products & services

65% of the products are manufactured by SA-YO’s own factory;
30% from SA-YO’s OEM;
the rest 5% by other manufacturers;
(only for the 50 premier stores)

Storage/warehouse
Logistics
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All goods will be delivered from the distribution center in Zhuhai to
franchise stores all over China.

Items

Rapala Chain Store

Products & services

Products from different brands under RAPALA Group

Storage/warehouse
Logistics

The factory and warehouse in Shenzhen transport the products to all
over China.

Management

Flagship store: The shoppe and Specialty Store are managed by
Rapala (Beijing Office).
Store Image: All Specialty stores are of the same store image.
IT System: the CRM data System
HR: Be responsible for the store design and staff training.

After-sale Service

Repair or replacement of the products is responsible by Rapala.

Franchised Policy of Rapala
Best-selling products will
be supplied first

Monopolized Chain Store
Duty-task List

Head Quarter of Rapala

Shop Decoration

Borne by 100%

Franchise Dealer

Goods for special
product counter
Goods replacing policy

Goods Stocking

Purchased from Rapala

Initial Fee

RMB 300(US$46) per SQM

Rent Cost For Store

Borne by 100%

Staff Costs

Borne by 100%

Computer, POS Machine,
TV Set, Air Conditioner,
Telephone, Fax Machine
and so on

Borne by 100%

CRM Data Process System

Sales Support

In-store Brand Promotion
Support

Head on the door, Agent License,
Air brushing picture

Advertising Support

China Angling,
Lure Times,
Angling Magazine (Shenyang)
Fishing World Channel

Activity Organization
Support

Seminar, Tournament and the
activity among the club members

Although the chain store model in Europe and America is very mature, it is quite new in China plus
the fact that the Chinese fishing tackle market is still dominated by hundreds and thousands of
traditional fishing tackle stores, so it is hard to predict the future but only time can tell.
Borne by 100%

Other Miscellaneous Fees

Borne by 100%

Order Discount

With an exclusive discount
set just for monopolized store

Exclusive Territory Policy

Affirmative

Freightage Costs

Order worth more than RMB
2,000(US$308), the cost will be
exempted

Contact:
JSY-GW Chain Store
Tel: +86-10-64981698
Fax: +86-10-64859238
E-mail: xubjjsy@163.com
www.jsyfishing.com

Oscarma Chain Store
Tel: +86-756-3823999
Fax: +86-756-3823689
E-mail: oscarma@zhoscarma.com
www.oscarma.com

Sa-Yo Chain Store
Tel: +86-756-3837760   
Fax: +86-756-8696771  
+86-756-8696772
E-mail:eastfishing@163.com
www.eastfishing.net

Rapala Chain Store
Tel: +86-10-8263 7046
Fax: +86-10-6822 8248
E-mail: haibo.zhao@rapalachina.com
www.rapala.com
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Best-ever China Fish Show
By Hilary Qiu
Chief Editor of China Fish
Back to the same venue of China Fish 2009 (New China
International Exhibition Center), China Fish 2011, held on
Feb.17-19, received an overwhelmingly positive reaction from
organizers, exhibitors and visitors. It can be even said as the
best-ever show in the past 21 years.

Exhibitors
This year the show had lessened its scale from 35,000 sqm to 26,400 sqm to guarantee the
visitors number at each booth. Among 470 exhibiting companies, 26 international exhibitors are
from America, Italy, France, Russia, Korea, Japan, Turkey, Singapore and etc., 36.8% increase on
2010.
Furthermore, there are several international exhibitors will, for the first time, exhibit at China Fish,
they are: Fuji Product, Jackall Inc. from Japan, Mercan Balikcilik Malzemeleri from Turkey, Extreme
Fishing Ltd. from Russia, SCATRI/BIOUSSE S.A.S. from France.

Brain Smith,
Eastern Canada Sales Manager,
Precison Pak (Canada)
We go to ICAST every year. This year I want to present our
products to Asian market. Lots of customers came to see our
products yesterday, and I think we have already achieved a very
good result during the show. I will come to China Fish next year.

Chikara Terada,
Jackall (Japan)
This is the first time I come to China Fish. I get the information
from Internet.We have self-developed lures, which combines the
design ideas of the legendary Seiji Kato with the most modern
lure making technologies available today. We are satisfied with
this exhibition and regret not coming this show from previous
years.
Vitaly Pchelnokov Managing Director
EXTREME FISH (Russia)

Mr. Li Jiang, president of China Fish, is glad to comment: “In the very beginning, I know the show
will be very successful because the economic situation is turning good all over the world, but I do
not expect the feedback is so good. The visitors as well as the exhibitors think highly of the show,
more significantly, top 10 sales companies, Pure fishing, Rapala, Zebco, Eagle Claw, Mustad,
Prodco, Okuma, Daiwa and Shimano, and most famous international organizations representatives
come to visit the show.”
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“I visit China Fish many times but exhibit for the first time this
year. Our factory makes spinner lures. I also go to EFTTEX
sometimes but it attracts more European visitors. We try to
present our products to not only European visitors but also
Asian, Australian and other countries. We just discuss with
visitors and customers on-site and orders will be made after the
show. Definitely we will come here next year.”
Besides more new international exhibitors, the most important is that there is a great improvement
in product quality, booth decoration and the service level for the domestic exhibitors. In the past
3-5 years, most exhibitors only show some low-end products whereas this year the high quality

products are the main stream. Besides, most companies specially decorate their booths and
prepare some snacks and drinks for the visitors. Therefore, many people regard the exhibitors
quality are the best.

The international visitors give their feedbacks during their visit:
Darren Peel, Product Planning Manager
from Daiwa Sports Ltd. (Europe)

Visitors
International visitors
Creating a new record, there are 2464 international visitors came to the show, 14.2% increase on
last year. 145 visitors are from America, 19.8% increase compared with that of last year, also some
visitors from Canada, Malaysia and some Middle East countries also has a dramatically growth.
Apart from some countries seriously effect by the economic crisis, some big wholesalers from the
European countries participated in China Fish 2011. For instance, 95% wholesalers in Germany
attended, whereas, the visitors from UK, Greek, Spain decreased in a certain scale.

China Fish is the biggest event to bring together
companies from all over the world and the
companies from China. China is a very big place,
and it’s just tough to visit all companies in all areas.
So it’s very convenient for me to come to China Fish.
Alena Vladovic, wholesale of VV VEKA,s.r.o
I remembered the first time I visited the China Fish
was in 1998, and I started cooperation with DAM
brands in Europe. Since some products of DAM
brands producing in China, then I started attend the
show year by year.It was my duty to find convenient
items for our customers and China Fish show is a
big opportunity.
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Simeon Sutton, Global Sourcing Specialist
from Zebco USA.

Seeking for more business opportunities
Yin Hong, Hongda Fishing Tackle Supermarket

The China Fish is very beneficial for our company,
because many of our Chinese customers are here, so
it’s very convenient to have the meetings with our
Chinese customers. China has helped our company
be very successful, our Chinese partners have been
tremendously helpful to meet the demand of the
consumer and production schedule.

Domestic buyers
This year has seen dramatic increase in the number of domestic buyers. Compared with 70 to 120
domestic buyers in the past 2-3 years, about 500 domestic buyers pre-registered for CHINA FISH
2011, with domestic fishing stores taking 63%, domestic trading company accounting for 35% of
the total pre-registration people. The following is interview of the domestic buyers.

Purchasing the high quality and new products
Cheng Xianzeng, Jilin Fuda Group co., Ltd.
“Fishing is just a part of our business. I’d like to know the
latest foreign fishing products and the difference between
Chinese products and foreign products.”
“It is normal that domestic buyers increase quickly this
year. For example, in shanghai, businessmen feel boring
about bar and restaurant and become interested in going to
countryside. Fishing tackle industry increase dramatically.
In Changchun more than 30,000 people go fishing, even in
winter, some people try ice fishing. Like golf, going fishing
in countryside is becoming a famous recreation. Fishing
centers and holiday resorts become popular too. ”
Zhang Yujin, Weihai Gawa Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
“I have been to CHINA FISH many times. My customer recommended this exhibition to me. I am
an agent for fishing tackles mainly fish basket and landing nets. Sea fishing products take up about
20% of annual turnover. I came here in the hope of finding new products.”
“Some large company can’t spend their time on all the purchasing. Although those companies can
make deals directly with manufacturers, but in order to save time they prefer to let agents find new
products and develop customers. ”
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“I run a fishing tackle supermarket, and fresh water
fishing products outnumber sea fishing products. My
friend recommended China Fish, so I want to come
and have a look. I may get new business opportunity
as a retailer at the show.”

Jia Xiumin, Dachang Qianyi Fishing Tackle
Trading Center
“I run a fishing tackle store. I have been to domestic
tackle show before; this is the first time I come
CHINA FISH. I want to know some new products
and meet our partners and new suppliers. ”

Communication Platform
Three biggest tackle show organizers meet at China Fish
show
As one of the top three fishing tackle shows in the world, China Fish is attracting the world’
s attention. Mr. Jean Claude BEL, CEO of EFTTEX, Mr. Mike Nussman, president and CEO of
ICAST and Mr. Li Jiang, president of China Fish, the three world’s industry figures met together at
China Fish 2011 in Beijing discussing the global cooperation of the world fishing tackle industry.

EFTTA & EFTTEX celebrates its 30th birthday

Rob Carter, International Commercial Director
from Angling International

EFTTA & EFTTEX ushers in its 30th birthday at China Fish booth, attracting almost 70 exhibitors
and visitors from all over the world. A Chinese company presents a birthday gift for its celebration.

It’s very clear this is where the trade comes to meet at this
time of the year. We meet some customers from UK or
Europe and are able to discuss issues with them, as well as
meet Chinese manufacturers on their booth. So absolutely
this is where the fishing tackle industry of the world comes
to meet at this time of the year.
Can I also say that for us it’s important to learn about the
domestic Chinese market cause there’re western brands
who are very interested in exporting their products to
China and people in China are very keen on buying western
brands.

More organization and association attend the show
What’s more, lots of foreign embassies in China such as Italy, France, Canada, U.S.A., Thailand,
Philippine, Argentine, Ecuador visited the show.
Mr. Li Jiang told us: “At present, China Fish could be considered a world’s information platform,
and people gather here to get the newest fishing tackle information, meet new faces, promote their
brands while not only for the orders.”

Rodolphe Jacques, from VMC PECHE
It’s a very good occasion to meet all the actors of the fishing
business. So it’s very important for us to share information
and conventions of the market with other customers,
not only for the sell, but also for the relation. And we
attend other fishing shows all over the world, all kinds of
networking.

Service Provided by China Fish
The exhibition hall has been greatly improved both in facilities and service, with a very comfortable
temperature. The show organizer provided many considerate services to guarantee visitors to
have a nice visit, e.g. airport pick-up, early badge pick-up in the hotels, comfortable Visit Lounge
with fresh coffee, tea, cookies and candies.

China Fish 2012
For China Fish 2012, 392 companies have already booked their booths, Mr. Li expressed that: “We
do not plan to expand the show scale next year, and also keep as the same level as this year. We
strive to do the show better, not larger, that is might be the future developing direction of China
Fish. This year, we already did a very good job, that is the best ever show in the past 21 years, but
next year, we will strive to up a higher level.”

Simon Henton, Group Marketing Manager from
FirstDart Fishing Tackle Co.
I think China Fish is the biggest and most important, here
we have the fishing trade in China, there are now many
other shows in the world, I think that China Fish in Beijing
is the most important, you can see from the visitors, from
the internationality, from more than 70 countries, people
are coming to Beijing for the China Fish show, you can see
how important is the show

Contact China Fish:
Mr. Li Jiang, president of China Fish
Tel：+86-10-5820 3101/2/3
Fax: +86-10-5820 3100
E-mail: Lijiang@chinafish.cn
www.chinafishshow.org
www.chinafishshow.com
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CGC EXPO 2010
“ Trade Show + Consumer Show ”
By Christine Ma
Assistant Editor of China Fish
CGC Expo is a fishing tackle trade show held in Weihai for three years. However, the CGC EXPO
2010 announced that it would be a “trade show + consumer show” from now on. CGC Expo 2010
was held on October 14-17, this year, organizer called the first two days “Tackle trade show” and
the other 2 days as “Consumer Day”. The organizer held a series of activities for anglers and
fishing lovers and successfully attracted more than 10,000 public visitors and consumers.

Fishing Seminar
The first time to hold fishing seminar was in the year of 2008, which was warmly welcomed by
visitors. For CGC, this is the first attempt on the carnival. The main purpose for the seminar is to
introduce the advanced fishing techniques from developed countries and to provide an opportunity
for anglers to share their experience together. Besides, it will be a very good chance for the
beginners to improve their fishing techniques under the guidance of the fishing masters.

Lure Fishing Tournament
On Oct. 15, the second day of the show, the 2nd international lure fishing tournament was held
in the same place as last year- Weihai Gushan Saltwater Fishery. Overseas competitors coming
from 14 countries and regions enjoyed the tournament. And the other half part of competitors are
Chinese. It is the only international lure fishing tournament in mainland China with the following
countries participated: Germany, Holland, Italy, Pakistan, Ukraine, UK, Russia, Brazil, Sweden,
India, Nigeria, Australia.
After 2 hours competition, 20 winners were born, of which the foreign visitors, for example, Gong
Dhe Ho from Korea, Kostiantyn Goncharuk form Ukraine, Marques Syrio and Charbel Marques
Syrio from Brazil and Dirk Buran form Germany were awarded besides the Chinese winners.
“This event was not a competition actually, but more like a leisure activity. To hold such an activity
is mainly for the mutual communication between buyers and manufacturers, and we all had a
happy and relax experience there. Hubei Old Ghost Co., Ltd and Old Ghost fishing school is the
organizer of this event and Mr. Yi Zhe, president of Old Ghost, is the general designer of this
game.” Mr. Li said.

Family Fishing Competition
It is the first time to hold the family competition in China. The game stipulates that a family unit
including parents and child (7-15 years old) must participate in the competition together. The
fishing pond (64m x25m, 2.2 meters deep) is offered by Guangwei Group, and the fish types are
mainly carps. For the competition, there are 66 persons from 22 families taking part in.

Public visitors and some exhibitors showed their great interests on the seminars. Some of the
audience even stood behind when there were no seats for hours. “The popularity of the seminar
is out of our expectation.” Mr. Li was very excited to tell us, “I notice that one audience brings his
lunch here to avoid missing the next lecture, which really leaves me a deep impression. Other
audiences even take notebook with them. You could see how popular the seminar is!”
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Kids Fish Drawing Competition
This activity attracts many children under 8 to draw fishes on the square accompanying by their
parents. The parents think that such activity is very good, since children could get know fish at
earlier age while basking in the sun. Some parents who are fond of fishing can buy some fishing
tackles from the tackle shops at the square.

Children Fishing School
In China, very rare children and youngsters participate in fishing, since now there is only one child
in each family, so the parents are not willing to do some activities with risks. Everyone knows if you
go fishing, it always is along the river, also the hook is very sharp. It is this reason that there is no
fishing activity organized by schools and communities.
Two teachers from Guangwei Group teach youngsters how to fish and install the fishing tackles,
from which both parents and children enjoy the fishing fun from the games. Some families even
register for the family fishing competition soon after learning from the fishing school.

Other Events for Consumers
In order to satisfy the demands of consumers, the show also arranges hip-hop dancing
competition, video fishing games, house and car display, boat and yachts show, some retailing
fishing tackle shops. When the show closed on the last day, the exhibiting fishing tackle shops on
square could not dismantle their booth immediately since some people still were buying.
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“Trade show + consumer show” will probably be a special way for CGC. Weihai is the biggest
fishing manufacturing base in China where many international buyers will preview new products
and place orders in Oct. and Nov. for next year. To hold such a trade show here is the best choice
for everyone. What’s more, it is very convenient for manufacturers to organize some activities for
consumers since half of the CGC exhibitors are from Weihai and they are also looking forward to
joining this. For example, the youth fishing activity of this year was sponsored and organized by
Weihai Guangwei Group, the largest fishing tackle manufacturers in China. Besides of that, there
were 16 companies also provide sponsorship to our Fishing Carnival.” Mr. Li said.
“The Fishing Carnival could not be
so successful without the supports
and sponsors from the 17 companies
from mainland China and Taiwan. The
youngsters and children activities were
sponsored by Guangwei Group. ”

The mayor and vice mayor of Weihai city enjoyed the “Fishing Carnival” with all fishing lovers in
the Carnival Plaza on the consumer day.

Mr. Li Jiang, president of China Fish and Mr. Chen
Liang, president of Guangwei Group

“Fishing Carnival is trying to build such
a communicate platform. On one side,
manufacturers can get the feedback of
their products and services. On the other
hand, manufacturer can promote their
brands through the activities, and at the
same time fulfill the social responsibilities
by rewarding the consumers.”

Trade show remains the main focus to CGC and according to the statistics of the show, the
international buyers nearly doubled in last three years. Besides, the exhibiting area was expanded
from 8,000 sqm to 20,000 sqm and the exhibitor numbers increase from 171 to 379. Domestic
buyers increased by nearly four times for this year.

Show Facts
Subject

CGC Expo 2010

CGC Expo 2009

CGC Expo 2008

20,000

16,000

8,000

Exhibiting company

379

253

171

International buyer (persons)

628

472

233

1,115

483

300

15,000

5,000

3,000

Exhibiting area (sqm)

Officials from Weihai government watch the
stimulator performance from French

Mr. Sun Shutao, mayor of Weihai government
experiences the pole casting.

Domestic buyer(persons)
Mr. Li Jiang told us “Consumer show is very mature in the overseas countries. However, there is
no real consumer show in China now. But from this year’ CGC show, we could see that consumer
show has great potential and commercial opportunity, and more importantly, it is warmly welcomed
and supported by local government.”
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Public visitor (persons)

Mayor’s Reception Banquet
Every year the Weihai municipal government would hold a Mayor Reception Banquet to welcome
buyers and exhibitors who come to CGC EXPO.

Some Interviews from CGC International Buyers
Paul F. Grahl
From HT Enterprises, Inc. (USA)
“Although I visit Weihai for nearly 15 years, but it is my first time to Weihai show. I think the show
is wonderful, and I have found good company, good people, and good suppliers. We mainly import
fishing reels, fishing rods, and electronics from China. The companies in Weihai are very good.
Many are not so big but the quality is good.”

Chernyshev Igor
From Magri LLC (Russia)
“This is our second time to the show. It is bigger than last year. And the activity during the show
such as the fishing tournament is very interesting, if it is held next year, I will bring my equipment
to participate in.”

CGC Expo is still under its exploration. To continue attracting more consumers, Mr. Li Jiang,
president of CGC Expo, shares his opinion: “So from next year, I hope that the CGC Expo could
be divided into two parts: Indoor and Outdoor. The indoor part is the trade between manufacturers
and international and domestic buyers; the outdoor part is the activities for anglers, youngsters,
children and consumers held by exhibitors and their agents. ”

		

Contact CGC Expo:

		
		
		
		

Tel: +86-10-58203101/2/3
Fax: +86-10-58203100
E-mail: Lijiang@chinafish.cn
www.cgcexpo.com

CGC EXPO 2011
September 22-25, 2011
Weihai International Exhibition Center, Weihai, China
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The 30th Anniversary highlights EFTTEX 2011
EFTTEX 2010 Review

By Kyle Wang
Reporter of China Fish

Be the best, come to EFTTEX-that’s the slogan chosen by the 29th EFTTEX in Valencia, Spain,
which has proven again to be one of the most popular tackle shows. Though facing some difficult
accessibility to Valencia, 247 exhibitors from 40 countries took up all 7,847 sqm exhibition floor
space. In particular, there are a total of 38 Chinese companies exhibiting at the show, which
ranked the 2nd exhibiting groups, just behind Spanish companies.
Because the venue is located at southern Europe, 35.6% of the 1606 visitors are Spanish and only
233 non-European visitors managed to get there. However, according to EFTTA’s report, the show
opened up many exciting and interesting opportunities in Europe, as well as in the world.

Association Meeting
At EFTTEX 2009, EFTTA proposed the global fishing tackle organizations, associations and
representatives to create a new body called “Global Fishing Tackle Association”. By holding regular
association meetings, each representative can keep track of the latest developments in the global
fishing tackle industry and exchange ideas on topics of common interests.
On June 13, 2009, the first association meeting was held in Budapest at EFTTEX 2009. Some
fishing tackle organizations from European countries and representatives from America, Japan and
China have participated in the meeting. The major purpose of this meeting is to discuss the name,
organizational structure and necessity of the global fishing tackle association.
On 12th June 2010, the results of Best New Product Competition were released at the annual
Business Reception held at the Umbracle Terraza. 400 guests were invited to enjoy the dinner and
awards ceremony.
For the winners of the Best New Product, in particular, Strike Pro’s Strike Wire Extreme and Strike
Pro Reaction Baits have respectively won the Best New Braided Line and Best New Soft lure, and
Okuma, also from Chinese Taiwan, won the Best New Multiplier Reel for his Okuma Andros 5II
Reel.
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At EFTTEX 2010 in Valencia, Spain, representatives from American Sportfishing Association (ASA)
and Canadian Sportfishing Industry Association (CSIA) also attended the second the association
meeting, as well as the first attendees. The meeting was consisted of two sections:
1）Update from EFTTA on European trade issues and EFTTEX;
2) Update from each association present on trade and other relevant issues. The latter issue
attracted the most concern: ASA introduced the influence to anglers because of the oil spill in
Mexico Gulf. While the Italian Sport Fishing Association (FIPSAS) illustrated the situation of
government’s ignorance on the fishing tackle industry and their efforts to gain more attention. And

the speech of Angling Trades Association (ATA) from UK was mainly about its development and
condition of water resources protection.

and a meeting place to guests. Both Jean Claude Bel and I will also be available to assist the
guests and provide information on EFTTA and EFTTEX throughout the show days. We will also
be hosting a small drinks reception to celebrate EFTTA’s 30th Birthday on an afternoon of one of
the show days where all members and EFTTEX exhibitors are invited. All other trade association
members (ASA, JAFTMA, AFFTA, AFTA, ATA, BVA, GIFAP, FIPO, CSIA) will be warmly welcome
anytime to use our facilities and our hospitality.”

The 2nd Association Meeting in Valencia

EFTTEX 2011 Preview
EFTTEX 2011 will be held at Amsterdam RAI from the 17th - 19th June 2011. Amsterdam RAI was
home to EFTTEX many times and will be returning back after 10 years.
The RAI is a huge and internationally renowned venue in Europe and has continued to modernize
and improve its facilities since EFTTEX was last there. One of the new additions to the RAI is the
Elicium Building which links up all parts of the venue together making it easier to get around the
venue. The RAI is also well located from the Airport and city centre with great public transport
links available. Not only is the RAI easily accessible from within Amsterdam but it also has
excellent International connections making RAI a great International venue to hold EFTTEX.
Amsterdam for EFTTEX 2011 has been a very popular destination amongst exhibitors with nearly
all floorspace sold already. Next year’s edition is expecting over 270 exhibitors and 1,600 trade
visitors from all over the world!
EFTTEX Co-ordinator Sally also confirmed that EFTTA’s appeal to international exhibitors is
continuing to grow, adding: “We already have 36 different countries represented amongst our 2011
exhibitors. By moving EFTTEX around Europe and branching into new host countries, we are
widening its reach every year.

EFTTEX will be celebrating its 30th Anniversary and in order to mark this great occasion there will
be a formal opening of the show on the first show day by our President, Pierangelo Zanetta, our
CEO, Jean Claude BEL and General Manager, Janet Doyle.

Contact EFTTEX:
Tel: +44-208-3650405
Fax: +44-208-4937220
E-mail: info@eftta.com
www.eftta.com

“An increased presence of EFTTA representatives at other international fishing tackle trade shows
combined with greater relations with other national and international associations is also a key
factor in the show’s growing appeal
EFTTA Exhibition manager Neena Tailor said. “EFTTA once again are pleased to be hosting
a lounge at China Fish 2011. The lounge provides a comfortable seating area for all EFTTA
members visiting China Fish while offering refreshments, free internet access, printing facilities
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ICAST 2010

By Michael Wen
Reporter of China Fish

The World’s Largest Sportfishing Trade Show - ICAST 2010, after the huge success in Orange
County, took place at Las Vegas Convention Center from July 14-16, where attracted more than
7,200 industry attendees during the three-day show. The show featured 413 exhibitors filling 1,223
booths. More than 2,200 buyers and 525 media representatives were at the show along with
900 international traders from 63 countries represented, which witnessed a 28.56% increase to
previous year.

Electronics

Lowrance-Navico for the Lowrance HDS-10

Eyewear

Costa Del Mar Zane

Giftware

Master Vision for the Mini Lantern

Fishing Accessory

Durasafe Codeable Locks

New Product Showcase
Many visitors at ICAST came for their New Product showcase, which no doubt is the striking
feature of ICAST. The next season’s latest innovations they have introduced always would
influence the trends of product R&D in the global fishing tackle market.
This years’ New Product Showcase featured 750 latest and most innovative fishing gears and
accessories from 210 companies. Buyers and media representatives select the “Best of Show”
honors in 18 categories, as well as the highly coveted overall “Best of Show” based on its level of
innovation, execution, workmanship and practicality.

Kids Tackle

Ross Reels USA/Ross Worldwide Outdoors
Journey Youth Fly Fishing Outfit

Lures
Overall Best of Show

Hobie Cat for the Hobie Mirage Pro Angler
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Apparel

Cablz, Inc for the Cablz eyewear retention system

Soft: Sebile Magic Swimmer Soft Pro
Hard: Sebile Spin Shad

Line

Pure Fishing for the Berkley Trilene TransOptic

Marine Gear

Hobie Cat Mirage Pro Angler

“Over the past year we’ve seen some promising new trends and increases in participation,” said
RBFF President and CEO Frank Peterson. “With TakeMeFishing.org attracting four million visits
last year and Take Me Fishing social media outreach, lapsed angler recruitment efforts and youth
education programs growing substantially, we know we’re on the right path to increase fishing
tackle, boating accessories and fishing license sales, which will help protect the legacy of the sport
for generations to come.”

Tackle Leaders Meeting for IPR Protection
Reels

Freshwater: Shimano Stradic CI4
Saltwater: Daiwa Saltist Lever Drag

Rods

Freshwater: USA Custom Rods for the
Camo Stix
Saltwater: G. Loomis Pro Green 882S

Terminal Tackle

Better Bait Circle Hook Rig

Tackle Management

Plano Molding Company’s Liqua-Bait
Locker System

Keep America Fishing™ program
Another highlight of the show is the launching of Keep America Fishing™ program. During the
annual State of the Industry Breakfast on July 14, ASA President and CEO Mike Nussman
delivered a speech on Keep America Fishing Program to encourage the industry and America’s 60
million anglers unite together to treasure the water resources in US.

At EFTTEX 2010, Jeff Pontius, Chairman of the board for ASA had a meeting with Jean Claude
BEL, CEO of EFTTA and Li Jiang, president of CHINA FISH, discussed the cooperation in the
issue of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Protection.
“This time, we specially invite Miss Liu Zhiping, Deputy Chief of Beijing Intellectual Property Office
to give a speech on ‘How to Protect your IPR in China’ and provide consultant service for patent
disputes, which shows the emphasis China has placed on IPR.” Mr. Li Jiang said.
Mr. Jean Claude BEL responded by saying that EFTTA were very happy to see China’s efforts
in the IPR protection and expressed the difficulties because of the late start of IPR in China. He
also expressed his welcome China Fish’s promotion at EFTTEX and he hoped that American
Sportfishing Association could invite China Fish to carry on such promotions on ICAST.

ICAST 2011

“This campaign, KeepAmericaFishing, will become the voice of the American Angler. That’s 60
million sportsmen and women who represent the largest group of outdoors enthusiasts with a
single common interest-a passion to fish.” Mike Nussman continued. “If we want to keep our
waters open, clean and abundant with fish, we need to give our anglers a louder voice.”

Take Me Fishing
“Friends don’t let friends miss fishing trips.” You can see the words on a special booth at ICAST
—The Recreational Boating & Fishing Foundation (RBFF), which is a nonprofit organization
established in 1998 to increase public awareness and appreciation of the need to protect,
conserve and restore the nation’s aquatic natural resources. Take Me Fishing, RBFF’s awardwinning campaign, helps to increase participation in recreational angling and boating. RBFF staff
is trying to seek new partners at ICAST who can get involved with the campaign.

July 13-15, 2011
Las Vegas Convention Center

Contact ICAST:
Tel: +1-703- 519 9691
Fax: +1-703-519 1872
ICAST@asafishing.org
www.asafishing.org
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Industry News

The new factory of Old Ghost puts into production

“Barfilon” expanded the workshop
Weihai Barfilon Fishing Tackle Co.,
Ltd., a manufacturer of fishing rods,
lines and other accessories, put a
new workshop into operation on Oct.
12th, 2010. The new workshop project
will be carried out by sequence of
three stages. When the project is
finished, the total area will be 23,310
square meters, among which the first
opened building, the first stage, has
occupied 4,380 square meters. As for
the first stage to three new processing
lines have been imported and wellequipped, and the rest two stages will
be finished within two years. Barfilon is
making every effort to make itself a world-renowned brand in the fields of fishing tackles.

In order to reach out to the international market, Old Ghost, in 2009, invested huge funds, starting
to build a modern, automatic assembly factory with a building area of 8,000 sqm. Now the factory
has been completed and put into production smoothly. The new factory is equipped with 6 top
class assembly lines, plus 3 already existing assembly lines, making Old Ghost probably the
biggest bait manufacturing base in the world with an annual production capacity of 100,000 tons of
varied fishing baits. Old Ghost new factory brought into operation last October for producing export
products
-from China Fish

-from China Fish

Rising Sun workshop expanded into 40,000 m 2
With over 17 years’ specialized
experience, “Rising Sun”
has been at the forefront of
fishing luggage designing and
manufacturing, to enlarge it’s
workshop in scale from 7,000
square meters to 40,000 square
meters which has been finished.
Along with the expansion, the
stuff number has been increased
by 300 people, leading to
improvement in its production
capacity, with an annual out-put
of 500,000 pieces.

-from China Fish
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If there are any news, stories and
comments from you, please contact
Lijiang@chinafish.cn.

Strike Pro is forming new cooperation
Strike Pro is proudly announcing that a
distribution agreement has been made
with famous Japanese brand “Skagit
Designs”. With Strike Pro’s distribution
network, this new cooperation between
the two companies will add to the
strength of the ever-growing Strike Pro
bran, and give Skagit Designs great
coverage outside Japan for its range of
freshwater and saltwater fishing lures.
-from Strike Pro

Just under half the population now lives in cities, compared with 36.1% in 2,000. And the number
of migrant workers has increased from 121 million to 221.4 million. One in six of China’s population
is working away from his or her registered home.
The census highlights the urgency of efforts to restructure the economy, away from a dependence
on growth led by investment and labor-intensive manufacturing for export. But the aim—an
economy more reliant on domestic consumption—is made harder to achieve by an ageing
population, worried about its health and security in its dotage.
- from China Daily

China to cut tax for low earners to boost stability
Xie Xuren, the Minister of Finance said on April 21st that China is to raise the personal income tax
threshold from RMB 2,000 to 3,000 (from $304 to $456) in a bid to boost domestic demand and
reduce the burden on wage earners.
In this way, some 50 million more people would be exempt from income tax. The move is part
of the government’s recent efforts to narrow the wealth gap and to encourage more domestic
consumption.

A fishing e-magazine made appearance in China
China “Outdoor and Fishing” magazine and “Lure Times” magazine cooperated with China Mobile,
China Unicom and other communication companies published the first fishing e-magazine on the
mobile phone. 90% smart-phones such as iphone, ipad and Android could download it. “Lowcarbon” and “fashion” are the concepts of the e-magazine for Chinese anglers.
										
-from Strait Fishing

China Economics
License plate lottery meant to curb Beijing traffic
Beijing municipal government decided to limit the license plates because of the serious traffic jam.
On January 26th, 2011, 17,600 plates for the first time were issued for 1,800,000 applicants. The
new measures are mainly aimed at Beijing’s growing traffic congestion.
For several years Shanghai has been auctioning license plates and, with prices averaging a
record RMB 46,000 ($6,900) recently, other cities are keen to follow suit. Guangzhou, Shenzhen
and Hangzhou are toying with congestion charges. Ningbo is even considering forcing citizens to
own a parking space before they can buy a car. China’s new middle class could find its cherished
status symbol harder to obtain.
-from China Daily

China’s population swells to 1.3 billion
On April 29, the publication of preliminary data from China’s 6th census last year shows that the
population is still massive, and larger than any other country’s, at 1.34 billion. But the population is
growing slower than when it was last counted, in 2000, but ageing faster.

The official poverty line will be moved up too, from RMB3 a day now to RMB4, about half of the
UN standard of $1.2 (nearly RMB 7.8).
-from China Daily

China’s yuan rises past 6.50 against the US dollar
China’s currency, the yuan, strengthened past a key level against the US dollar on Friday, as
part of wider efforts to contain inflation on the mainland. The yuan broke past 6.50 against the
dollar, a level not seen since 1993. Traders and currency strategists believe the move is a sign
that China’s central bank is prepared to allow the currency to appreciate further. A stronger
currency means imported products become cheaper in China.
- from China Daily

Fishing in China
22 free fishing areas are built in Beijing
22 free Fishing Areas were open to public in Beijing in order to fight against illegal fishing.
According to Beijing Bureau of Water Resources, they are guiding anglers to find a right fishing
place rather than prohibited illegal fishing through punishment. The newly opened free areas are
alongside Chaobai River, Wenyu River and other places in Daxing and Tongzhou Districts, in
which common fish, carp and chub, are the main type. At present, some supporting facilities in
these areas such as parking lots are still being improved by the government.
-from “Beijing Evening News”
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Fishing recreation invested in Taicang Shuangfeng

Hubei province seriously suffered from the drought

Taicang Shuangfeng Fishing Recreation Base, the biggest one in the three fishing centers in
Suzhou city, with four standard match fishing pools equipped with water-cycling system and
aerobic system and filled with fish of proper length and reasonable density, was completed in
June, 2010.

Known as the “land of a thousand lakes,”
Hubei is suffering from a drought that has
lasted for five months. A lingering drought
in central China’s Hubei Province has
rendered 1,392 reservoirs virtually useless
as only dead water remains in them.

In the first three months, the center had successfully held 15 events, attracting more than 2000
domestic anglers. Manager of the Fishing Base said, by the end of this year, there have been more
than ten fishing competitions organizers have reserved the place as their venues.

-from China Daily

To attract more visitors, the second stage of the Fishing Base Project is being implemented and
will be built into a recreational base facilitated with catering, entertainment and accommodations,
occupying more than 666,000 square meters.
-from “Fishing Magazine”

Factory-rich provinces thirst for electricity
East China’s industry-heavy
Zhejiang province is feeling
drained as it grapples with
strong demand and a resulting
shortage of power that insiders
say may be the worst since
2004.
Zhejiang is not the only place
suffering from power shortages
because of soaring demand.
During the first three months
of the year, Jiangxi province
bought more than 20 billion
kilowatt-hours of electricity
from neighboring regions, an
increase of 39 percent on last
year, according to National
Business Daily.

Learn lure fishing with Berkley
From March 2010, “Pure fishing” begun to launch its new lure teaching and promoting activity--“Learn Lure Fishing with Berkley” in China. Five lure fishing experts with enriched experience will
take a tour to give lectures and trainings about lure fishing in 15 to 20 cities of China.
Besides, to promote lure fishing in China, there are many promotion have been running by Pure
Fishing, such as the “Berkley Lure Tournament” has been becoming a truly successful project.
-from “Pure Fishing” website
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Jiangsu province is in a similar situation and its electricity consumption during the first quarter
increased by 15 percent compared to last year. Places with a significant manufacturing sector,
such as Guangdong, have also been rotating power supply among their factories to ensure
continuous supply for residential use.
-from China Daily

Fishing Reel —Ever Born for the First Time in China
The fishing reel first appeared in
England around 1650 A.D., and by
the 1760s, London tackle shops were
advertising multiplying or gear-retrieved
reels. A native in Kentucky George
Snyder is generally given credit for
inventing the first fishing reel in America
around 1820s, a bait casting design that
quickly became popular with American
anglers. However, from the picture
above, it can be seen that China shall
be the ancestors of the first fishing reel
dating back to 1195 A.D, although it is not the same reel we used today.
It is not an EASYGOING topic when mentioning
the developing process of the first fishing reel
in China. The story shall be initiated in 1982
when the tackle industry in China was still
in its infancy. At that time the whole China
machinery industry was at a low level while the
advanced technology had not been imported
yet, although the manufacturing process was not
quite complicated, it was still difficult for China
to manufacture the first reel. With the help of
the three Japanese experts, the technicians of
Weihai Tianping Instrument Co., Ltd. carefully
researched the samples. It was one year later that, in 1983, the first fishing reel was born following
the birth of the first fishing tackle equipment.
However, the excitement of the success did
not last long, since it was proved to be a
total failure. After the careful inspection, the
Japanese experts said although the appearance
looked the same as the samples, 80% of them
could not be put into use at all, let alone to
launch the market.
Mr. Wang Xiren, ex-sales of Weihai Tianping
Instrument Co., Ltd, sighed: “We spend half
a year in finishing ‘Reel made in China’, but
strictly speaking, all these are good looking
but bad in performance. The reason for the failure is because we can not produce very good
gearwheel made of Zinc.”

By Michael Wen
Reporter of China Fish
It was in the year of 1985 when the whole situation was improved. Weihai Tianping was acquired
by Weihai Measuring Instrument Factory, then under the guidance of the experienced experts Miao
Fengke, whose major was mechanical engineering, the first reel was finally born. The qualification
rate of the products was increased dramatically, rocketing to a level as high as almost 98%.
From then on, the fishing reel was put into
mass production in China mainland. As Mr.
Wang Xiren recalled: “I remember the first reel
brand named “Meteor” has two generations.”
There are two modes in the first generation,
DF-101 and DF-103, mainly for export. At that
time, DF-101 was RMB8.00 and DF-103 was
RMB13.00 each. In Japan, these products at
such prices were at the lowest level whereas
to Chinese who never used reels before, they
were very rare luxury.
In 1986, the 2nd generation products were presented to the public consisting of 2 modes: DF-02
and DF-104. Limited by the material and technical fault, it was common that the products range
was commonly unitary and with a low technological level, but it was very popular all over the
country yet.
Being motivated by huge market demand, Weihai Measuring Instruments Factory began to adjust
the product structure. The range of the products was enlarged by taking account of the quality
control, abounding from one or two types to several ones. Meantime, the quantity expands from
no more than 70,000 pieces in 1985 to 800,000 pieces in 1991. Total output value surged sharply
from RMB 0.6 million to RMB11.2 million.
In 1992, the first set of measure of fishing reel made its debut, at the same time, Weihai Reel
Factory, the branch of Weihai Measuring Instrument Factory, was founded. From then on, the
monthly production amount reached to 27,000. In April, 1995, the monthly production amount was
as high as 150,000, of which 40% were exported to European and American countries. In the next
following ten years, Weihai Reel Factory was being the only reel manufacturer in this field. Then
it was Guangwei Group that broke this monopoly phenomenon. In 2001, Weihai Reel Factory
transformed from a state-owned company to a joint-stock company called Weihai Langbao Fishing
Tackle Co., Ltd.
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All Chinese Public Holidays
By Enson Liu

List of Public Holidays of PRC 2011
Festival

Date

Legal Holidays

The arrangement for 2011

New Year's Day

Jan. 1

1 day

Jan. 1- 3

Spring Festival

referring to the lunation 3 days

Feb. 2 - 8

Qingming Festival

Apr. 4 or 5

1 day

Apr. 3 - 5

May Day

May 1

1 day

Apr.30 – May.2

Dragon Boat Festival

the 5th day of the month 1 day
on the lunar calendar

Jun. 4 - 6

Mid-Autumn Day

Aug. 15 according to 1 day
the lunar calendar

Sep. 10 - 12

National Day

Oct. 1

Oct. 1 - 7

3 days

International New Year’s Day
It marks the beginning of a new calendar year.
Saturday, 1 January 2011

Spring Festival, Chinese/Lunar New Year
It is the most important one among the traditional Chinese holidays which traditionally begins on
the first day of the first month (Zheng Yue) in the Chinese lunar calendar and ends with Lantern
Festival which is on the 15th day. On the Eve of Chinese New Year, the whole family will get
together having a reunion dinner. Lanterns would usually be hung in the gardens, outside the
houses, and on the boats. These lanterns are signposts to guide guests and spirits of ancestors to
the lunar celebration.
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Reporter of China Fish
Wednesday, 2 February 2011
Thursday, 3 February 2011
Friday, 4 February 2011
Saturday, 5 February 2011
Sunday, 6 February 2011
Monday, 7 February 2011
Tuesday, 8 February 2011

Qing Ming / Tomb Sweeping Day / Clear Bright Festival

“Qingming” Jie is a festival for Chinese people to remember and honor their ancestors at grave
sites. As well it denotes a time for people to go outside and enjoy the greenery of springtime and
tend to the graves of departed ones.
Young and old pray before the ancestors, sweep the tombs and offer food, tea, wine, joss paper
and accessories. Some people carry willow branches/flowers or put willow branches on their
gates, which means that willow branches help ward off the evil spirit that wanders during the days
of Qingming.
Tuesday, 5 April 2011

China Labour Day / May Day / International Workers’ Day
China celebrates International Labour Day on 1st of May. In the past, China Labour Day (also
called as China May Day) used to be a weeklong affair. In 2008, after a major China holiday
reform, Labour Day is shortened and some Chinese traditional festivals are introduced as public
holidays.
Saturday, 30 April 2011
Sunday, 1 May 2011
Monday, 2 May 2011

Duanwu Festival / Dragon Boat Festival / Dumpling Festival

Sunday, 2 October 2011
Monday, 3 October 2011
Tuesday, 4 October 2011
Wednesday, 5 October 2011
Thursday, 6 October 2011
Friday, 7 October 2011

Mid-Autumn Festival / Moon Festival
“Mid-Autumn Festival” (Zhongqiujie) is a popular harvest festival celebrated by people in the
Chinese influenced world. Generally, on this day, Chinese family members and friends will be
together admiring the bright mid-autumn harvest moon, drink Chinese tea and eat moon cakes
and pomello. In Malaysia, Singapore and Philippines, it is also sometimes referred to as the
Lantern Festival or Moon Cake Festival.

The “Duanwu” Festival is believed to originate in 278 BCE when Qu Yuan, poet and statesman of
the Chu kingdom laying down his life for his faith during the Warring States period. It is a traditional
and statutory holiday associated with China and other Chinese-speaking societies, with a series
of celebration to be held including eating “Zongzi”, the large rice wraps/dumplings and drinking
regular wine and what` s more is dragon boats racing.
Saturday, 4 June 2011
Sunday, 5 June 2011
Monday, 6 June 2011

Saturday, 10 September 2011
Sunday, 11 Septemper 2011
Monday, 12 September 2011

National Day of the People’s Republic of China
The National Day is the festival that Chinese people celebrate for the founding of the People’s
Republic of China, which was taken on October 1, 1949. The ceremony at that time is held at
the Tiananmen Square. It is one of the longest holidays in China besides the Chinese New Year
Festival. The National Day is celebrated throughout mainland China, Hong Kong, and Macau with
a variety of government-organized festivities, including fireworks and concerts.
This year, the National Day begins on October 1st and ends with October 7th. Since the holiday is
much longer, most people would prefer to have a long journey.
Saturday, 1 October 2011
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Best Product Winners of China Fish 2011
1. Rod
Product Description:
The blanks of the products are made of the imported
top-quality nonmaterial, through precisely calculating
to reach the best performance. Its luxurious looking
enhanced by Fuji Titanium Tangle Free guide and Fuji
reel seat. These exquisite components are not only
make the rod splendid, also will make your grasping
comfortably and your casting smoothly; no doubt their
combining is up to human body mechanics perfectly.
These rods are really the master piece.

Contact:
Weihai E-Max Sport Apparatus Co., Ltd.
Frank Zhang, GM (+86)13336306787
Tel: +86-631-5128037
Fax: +86-631-5125665
E-mail: frank@e-max.com.cn
www.e-max.com.cn

2. Reel

Contact:
Weihai Mingyang Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Chang Dazhi, GM, (+86)13706310029
Tel: +86-631-5258399
Fax: +86-631-5258299
E-mail: info@my-fishing.com; mingyangyuju@163.com
www.my-fishing.com

3. Line
Product Description:
• Extremely Smooth
• Soft and Flexible
• Super Strong
• Available in All Diameters
• Tieable
• Low Memory
• Saltwater Proven
• Use with all Rigging Types
• Field Tested

Contact:
Paladin China Co., Ltd.
Guo Lei, GM stone.guo@paladinchina.com
Tel: +86-631-5283156
Fax: +86-631-5283139
E-mail: info@paladinchina.com
www.paladin.de

Product Description:
• CNC Machined
• Cold Forged 6061 Aluminum Frame
• Anodic Oxidation Surface
• Infinite Anti-reverse Stainless Steel Ball Bearing
• Precisely Machined Brass Drive Gear
• Clicker System For the Action Adjusting
• Centrifugal Brake System with Advanced Drag Material

4. Line
Product Description:
A high-quality PE line specially is made by maximizing
its feature of extra low elongation. PE Tsuri Meijin conveys
even the slightest catch.
Handle ability improved with the resin treated surface
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that gives enough body to the line and makes it hard to be blown away by the wind. PE Tsuri Meijin
also gives desirable elongation for deep sea fishing, and ensures pleasant long-time fishing with
strong durability with UV resistant and water proof.

Contact:
Fuji Product Co., Ltd.
Ms. Ding Yayin, +86-15950800804
Tel: +81-9016021338
Fax: +86-531-83552166
E-mail: yayinding@hotmail.com

5. Hard Lure
Product Description:
Introducing the Rattle Live baits to
the revolutionary Live Bait family,the
Rattle Live baits now have RATTLES
to really get fish’s attention. This
feature plus the revolutionary multisection body construction create
unique sounds and actions to fish.
Rattle Live Series now can be made
Floating or Sinking.
Four new series: Rattle Multi-Section Allis Shad, Rattle Multi-Section Buck Shad, Rattle MultiSection Shad and Rattle Multi-Section Trout.

Contact:
Botao Sports Ltd.
Wang Chun
Tel: +86-20-34880822
Fax: +86-20-34880588
E-mail: bts-lure@btsintel.com.cn bts.lure@gmail.com
www.btsintel.com.cn

6. Soft Lure
Product Description:
• Interlocking Jighead and Body
• Pre-rigged and Ready to Fish
• Realistic Appearance
• Natural Swimming Action

• Lifelike Glass Eyes
• Glass Rattle in Tail
• Soft Body for More Action
• Quality Japanese Hooks
• Includes Spare Body
• Field Tested

Contact:
Paladin China Co., Ltd.
Guo Lei, GM, stone.guo@paladinchina.com
Tel: +86-631-5283156
Fax: +86-631-5283139
E-mail: info@paladinchina.com
www.paladin.de

7. Bait
Product Description:
Made with the highest quality natural
ingredients such as freshwater snail
meat, antarctic shrimp, lugworm,
silkworm chrysalis, red worm, maggot,
etc, and a variety of plant materials
such as marine algae, beans, wheat,
corn, etc, adding Old Ghost exclusive
fish attractant, the sausages, of most
delicious aroma and taste, do have an
irresistible appeal to the fish.
Highlights: 1. easy to use, cut the wrap open along with the length, cut the sausage into small
lumps, then it is ready for use. 2. delicious taste, strong smell, devastating attractant. 3. flowresistant, suitable for fishing both still waters and flow waters. 4. shelf life:8 month; fresh frozen:
1-2years.

Contact:
Hubei Old Ghost Bait Co., Ltd.
Li Li, GM (+86)13907171180
Tel: +86-27-87561819/87561776
Fax: +86-27-87561945
E-mail: info@lg918.cn
www.lg918.cn
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8. Fishing Box/Bag

10. Terminal Tackle

Product Description:
• specially made for long trip.
• great design for the internal structure of the bag
• the boxes for lures can meet the needs of anglers
• waterproof

Contact:
Origin International Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Wang Guiwei, GM
Tel: +86-10-67202725
Fax: +86-10-67202725
E-mail: origin-hooks@vip.163.com

9. Apparel
Product Description:
• PLSH1101SHELL:96% polyester;
• 4% spandex + TPU +fleece;
• attached hood and adjusted by string and stopper;
• front with 2 way zipper closure;
• elastic cuff;

Contact:
Fuzhou Riversuny Waterproof Garments & Bag Mfg., Ltd.
Zhu Hongqing, GM (+86)13328689908
Tel: +86-591-87856768
Fax: +86-591-87856718
E-mail: workwear@riversuny.sina.net
raingear@riversuny.sina.net
www.riversuny.cn; www.riversuny.com

Product Description:
All the pliers handles are made from super-hard aluminum alloy material. CNC machine cut,
surface polishing and oxidation treatment for never rust even used in saltwater. Jaws are made
from stainless steel. BTI-09E021WSN, BTI-09E024 and BTI-09E023WLN knife-edge is made from
tungsten steel alloy for cut dyneema braided line easily; BTI-09E022 with Double knife-edge made
from tungsten steel alloy for cut dyneema barided line easily.

Contact:
Bti-sports Yangzhou Guotai Co., Ltd.
Hang Chao, Manager (+86)13951435802
Tel: +86-514-85880866
Fax: +86-514-85880856
E-mail: hangchao@gmail.com
www.bti-sports.com

11. Fishing Accessory
Product Description:
Its shape is made by pressing a molding EVA. Forming a circle of large gear bag also used high
technology to trans-form the traditional sewing machine, and also the development of interior
plastic parts sewn together to make products more on grades and more affected by fishing
enthusiasts.

Contact:
Gaobeidian Nangongjing Feilong Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Zhao Haiming, GM (+86)13803129397
Tel: +86-312-2869128/2860008
Fax: +86-312-2869128
E-mail: feilongFishing@163.com
www.feilongFishing.com
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12. Electronics

14. Fly Fishing /Ice Fishing / Boat Fishing
Product Description:
The new product is used in fishing lamp,
underwater fishing light, military camping, lure
fish lamp, diving, night fishing...etc:
PS435 LED stick (main size: Φ4.0*L33.5mm);
LED stick: (size: Φ7.5*L80mm, Φ6.5*L75mm,
Φ4.5*L50mm)
LED bulb (main size: Φ4.5*L46mm,
Φ5.0*L16mm, Φ6.5*L53mm,
Φ7.5*L55mm...etc).

Contact:
Power Stations Limited
Ms.Yang Yulian
Tel: +86-755-28536909
Fax: +86-755-84278982
E-mail: 1092148169@qq.com
www.power-stations.com www.ledcell.net

13. Camping & Outdoors
Product Description:
ALA-350 is a new kind of aluminum-hull rigid inflatable boats. Aluminum deep v-shaped
hull makes it of excellent performance & high capacity but lightweight. The inflatable tube offers
super buoyancy and improves the performance.

Contact:
Weihai Xiangda Marine Co., Ltd.
Li Mingqiao, GM (+86) 13361163678
Tel: +86-631-5389189
Fax: +86-631-5389187
E-mail:lmq@xdboat.com
www.xdboat.com www.xdmarine.com

Product Description:
• High performance,2-cycle engine with high forge and RPM；
• The Real Cold Start – start easily in cold weather, even at -20℃;
• All ball bearing transmission and forged gear;
• See through gas tank-know your fuel level at a glance;
• Protective muffler guard;
• Easily accessible On/Off Toggle Switch;
• Comfort grip handle bar-designed for maximum grip and control;
• Industry’s most durable power coat paint finish;
• Blade protector protects you and your auger;
• Centering Ring-Regulates how much ice is cut per revolution and makes breakthrough from ice
to water smooth;
• Dual stainless steel blades, serrated cutting edge.

Contact:
Janwill International Inc.
Xu Yan, Chairman
Tel: +86-10-64400056 ext.15
Fax: +86-10-6440881
E-mail: ivylee@janwillinternational.com
www.janwill-outdoor.com.cn
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15. Fishing Combo / Kids Tackle/ Giftware

Product Description:
The lure is designed for fast jigging and reeling in and its shape is such that the small wiggle tail
starts vibrating quickly even with a very gentle pull and the rubber body does not flank but tips
over slightly on its own axis. The lure is soft plastic bait suited for fishing in strong currents but also
ideal for speed-jigging and lure fishing for asp, trout and bass.

Contact:
Weihai GoldMax Sports Co.,Ltd
Tel: +86-631-5691212
Fax: +86-631-5681532
E-mail:goldmax9@gmail.com
www.goldmax.com.cn

Product Description:
• beautiful handicrafts;
• perfect design;
• happy fishing;
• wonderful life

Product Description
BIAYU lures are released from POWERJIG FISHING this Feb., available in four sizes with a variety
of eight colors to entice bass, trout, jewfish, top mouth cutler and other predators. It is designed by
pro angler in Japan. Its mild and frequent swimming action works like a real AYU in water. Even
without fin on each side, it still can attract the brutal and big fish by moving the real joints.

Contact:
Origin International Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Wang Guiwei, GM
Tel: +86-10-67202725
Fax: +86-10-67202725
E-mail: origin-hooks@vip.163.com

J

Contact:
Powerjig Fishing
Tel: +886-930276695
Fax: +886-8-7392-058
E-mail: info@powerjigfishing.com
www.powerjigfishing.com

Other Products You Need to Know
Product Description:

Product Description:

• Extremely sharp hooks
• Super durable fin and tail section
• Counter balanced pin segments that make the lures look alive
• Realistic swimming action
• 4 incredible lifelike finishes

Brand-new polarized glasses were rolled out ---- Chameleon series of photo chromic and polarized
glasses. Those are first launched by HANMEI EYESWEAR with the real concept of all-weather.
The combination of polarized light and phototropism technology enables polarized glasses can be
used with no restrictions. From morning to night, from bright sunshine to overcast, from outdoor to
indoor, chameleon can change color at any time so that the vision is always clear and comfortable.

Contact:

Contact:

Top Infinite Company Co., Ltd
Tel: +852-2452 3368
Fax: +852-2452 0668
E-mail：skyhuang@topfishlure.com
www.topfishlure.com www.topfishhook.com

Hanmei Eyeswear Co., Ltd.
Yu Shusheng, GM
Fax: +86-592-5144162
Mobile: +86-13906023030
www.cool-eye.com
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Product Description:

Product Description:

It can carry hooks, sinkers, lines, float and so on. Very transparent and can be easily carried.

The blank is high modulus carbon riber from Japan, and the
good inner material which combine best strength with less
weight. New technique can make the rod straighter and have
better casting capability.

Contact:
Weihai Baohua Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Tel: +86-631-5985548
Fax: +86-631-5985547
E-mail: baohuafish@yahoo.com.cn
www.baohua-fishing.com

Product Description:
• 7’’ Color TFT panel
• Connected with Digital Video Recorder, SD card stored
• Video output for recording
• High brightness while LED controlled by the monitor
• Water proof rotation camera equipped with Super Had Sony CCD image sensor with perfect low
light performance under the water
• Camera equipped Micro that can control the camera to Rotate clockwise and anti-clockwise
freely
• 20M heavy duty cable can be extended to 50M
• Adjust the position of the underwater camera by the float
• Low power consumption with up to 6 hours operation
• Long operation rechargeable battery
• Heavy duty water proof casting

Contact:
Videotech Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Tel: +86-755-82977587
Fax: +86-755-82977631
E-mail: ehan888@videotech.com.cn
www.videotech.com.cn

Contact:
Hubei Loonva Fishing Tackle Group
Tel: +86-712-2043234
Fax: +86-712-2339818
E-mail: lwh@lwhfishing.com
www.lwhfishing.com

Product Description:
Worldwide patent, no battery no chemicals, easy and very efficient to get your worms everywhere
you go.

Contact:
Weihai Kudos Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Gerrit Edelijn, Chairman (+86)18606301955
Tel: +86-631-5629290
Fax: +86-631-5629291
E-mail: daliankudos@yahoo.com
kudos@vip.163.com
www.dlkudos.com

Product Description:
• Display type: 3.5” 256 colors TFT
V320xH240 with white LED backlight
• Depth reading from 2.0 to 800ft in
1/10th precision
•Bottom contour and water temperature
indicator
• 100-level sensitivity setting and multi
levels depth range
• Big/small fish identification and fish
depth indicator
• Audible fish and depth alarm, depth
alarm 3-99ft
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• User selectable sonar chart mode
• 200KHz/ 83KHz duel beam sonar frequency
• 1000 watts peak-to-peak power; 130 watts RMS power

Contact:
Shenzhen Phiradar Technology Co., Ltd.
Tel: +86-755-61509196
Fax: +86-755-61509199
E-mail: sales@phiradar.com
www.phiradar.com

Contact:
Beijing Walkingliving Outdoors Products Co., Ltd.
He Jin, Manager (+86)13823756479
Tel: +86-10-82810035/36/37
Fax: +86-10-82810006
E-mail: w.living@walkingliving.com
www.walkingliving.com

Product Description:
P.E Braid Platinum is strengthen with
8 seperated lines and designed for
meeting needs of professional anglers.
This line is three times stronger than
normal nylon lines. It transmits bite of
the fish quickly with its 3% elasticity
property. It is made stronger with a
special application in manufacturing
process and does not absorb water.
This allows for a fast sinking property
and meets the demands of most salt
or fresh water anglers.

Product Description:

Contact:
Mercan Balikcilik Malzemeleri
(Turkey)
Cemre Özer
Tel: +90 2823737858
Fax: +90 2823737862
E-mail: mehmetbahcivan@hotmail.
com
cemre@mercanltd.com
www.mercanltd.com

Product Description:
The sole is used of natural rubber material. Drainage permeable, speed dry after soak with 2
hours and spare shoe of variety fishing. Vamp adopts high elastic EVA material, Bend resistance,
portable, super light. It is very effective in relieving foot pressure. Sole osculum, add sand layer
nets. Can effectively prevent large particles gravel. Attach with waterproof glue between vamp and
sole. Insole adopts impervious sponge. Suitable for Taiwan fishing, athletics fishing boat fishing,
lake fishing, boat fishing.
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• Luxury padded mattress, fully memory foam for super comfort
• Lightweight steel frame
• Quick adjustable leg system
• Swiveling mud feet

Contact:
Yangzhou Heyu Corp Ltd.
Liu Yi, GM
Tel: +86-514-87827777
Fax: +86-514-87827000
E-mail: info@heyu.com.cn
www.herunoutdoor.com

China Manufacturers

Booking your booth at China Fish 2012

A Quarterly Publication since 2009
Exclusively for CF International Traders Membership (CFITM)
Sponsor: China Fish, Inc.
President: Li Jiang
Executive Editor in Chief: Hilary Qiu
Assistant Executive Editor: Christine Ma
Reporter: Carina Yang
Enson Liu
Eric Tan
Kyle Wang
Michael Wen
Design& Art Editor: Jack Ping
Photographer: Guo Xueyuan
Head Office
Address:
3320 Tyler Ave., El Monte, CA91731, U.S.A
Tel: +1-626-6894691
Fax: +1-626-4488860
Beijing Office:				
Tel: +86-10-58204979			
Fax: +86-10-58203100			
E-mail: Lijiang@chinafish.cn		
www.chinafishshow.org
www.chinafishshow.com

Weihai Office:
Tel: +86-631-5625630
Fax: +86-631-5624630
www.cgcexpo.com

Standard Booth (3m x 3m):
Price: US$2300 including:
- Panels on 3 sides;
- 2 spotlight;
- 1 information counter;
- 2 folding chairs;
- Carpet;
- 1 power socket 5A/220V;
- Company name board in English and Chinese;
- 3 entry badges;
Raw space: US$230/sqm (for 36sqm or more)

94% booths of China Fish 2012 have been sold out including 22 international
exhibitors from Korea, Singapore, Italy, Turkey, Japan, America, Russia, Hong
Kong and Taiwan.

